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A P P E L L A T E  CIVIL.

Before Mr. Justice VenJcatasuhha, Bao and Mr. Justice 
Pahenham Walsh.

1931,
PANYAM  alias NABAVAJJULA SBBTHARAM AYYA October 22.

AND ANOTHER (PlAINTIFFS)^ A pPELLANTS,

V .

AVADHANAM. RAMALAKSHMAMMA an d  a n o t h e r  
(D e fe n d a n t s ) ,  R e s p o n d e n ts .*

Hindu Law— Adoption— Widow’s power of— Limit to— Test to
be a'pjplied,

B., a Hinduj died leaving him STirviving lais widow and a 
daughter E.L. After the death o£ the widow, R.L. succeeded 
to his properties. R.L. was married to R.K. who died without 
issue as a member of a joint family in or about 1892. Subse
quently there was a partition, among the other members of the 
Joint family. In 1922, after the said partition, R.L. adopted 
A.I.j a distant agnatic relation of her father, with the consent of 
all her husband’s agnates. B.^8 reversioners questioned the 
validity of this adoption on the ground that the power of R.L. 
to adopt came to an end with the pattition. and became incap
able of revival with the extinction of her husbandy’s joint 
family.

JSelA that the true test of the principle defining the limit 
of the widow’s power of adoption is to be sougLt, not in the 
rule of divesting or otherwise of an estate, but in the rule that 
requires the continuance of a person to perform all the requisite 
religious services and the limit is reached on the happening of 
the event mentioned by Chandayarkae J., viz., "  where a 
Hindu dies, leaving a widow and a son, and that son himself 
dies leaving a natural-born or adopted son or leaving no son 
but his own widow to continue the line by means of adoption, 
the power of the former widow is extinguished and can never 
afterwards be revived ” , in RamJcrisJina, v. Shamrao, (1902) 
LL.R. 26 Bom. 526 (P.B.)-

# Appeal N-o.ieO of J930,



p a n y a m  Appeal against fche decree of the Court of the Suborcli- 
iiAiu- 11 ate Judge of Knrnool in Original Suit No. 25 of 1927,

lAKSJIMA.MMA,

B. Somayya for appellants.
W. KoiJiandammayya and N. A. Erishna Ayyar for 

respondents.
Gur. adv. vult.

The Judgment of the Court was delivered b j 
Venkata- V ekkatasubba Rao J.— This appeal raises an important

SUBBA H ad J. , . . i , * , ,. , ,  ,question relating to the law or adoption not covered by 
any direct authority. The plaintiffs are the reversion
ers to the estate of one Bhaskarayya. He died leav
ing him surviving his widow, Ohidambaramma, and his 
only daughter, Eamalakshmamma, the first defendant. 
After the death of his widow, Bhaskarayya’s properties 
devolved on the first defendant. It is stated in the 
plaint that soon after the hitter’s marriage, more than 
forty years ago, she became a widow, while still under 
age. In the year 1922 the second defendant, a distant 
agnatic relation of her father, was taken by her in 
adoption. The plaintiffs attack the adoption as being 
invalid and pray for a declaration that their reversion
ary right is not affected by it.

For understanding the objection taken to the 
adoption we must turn to the pedigree which sets forth 
her husband’s relations, although the last full owner of 
the estate in question was her father and not her 
husband.

The pedigree is as follows
Voukataramfina (died)I

1  ̂ I i i I
Yenlcafcaobalamiah Sivaramiah ar.d Ramakrishniah, Ramasubbiah, Raraeawaramiah, 

wife (died) (died), wife 1st died during (died), wife
defendant. suit (wife died.) Subbatnma.

I 1 — - ’ , I
Venkata- Snndaram | \ \ Venbataramtida
ram an 111, (given in Sundaram Ramachandradu Venkata- (taken in

adopt.ion). (taken in ramuda adoption),
adoption). (given in

adoption).
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Ramakrishnayya, the husband of the first defendant, Pakyam 
died about 1892 when the family was joint. But tbere Eaim- 
was subsequently a partition among the members of the 
family. It is admitted that the adoption was made s7bbT rao*j. 
after that partition and the contention advanced for the 
plaintiffs is that, with the extinction of the joint family, 
the widow’s power to adopt came to an end and became 
incapable of execution. It is worth}’- of note that 
before making the adoption she obtained the consent of 
all her husband’s agnates. But it is argued for the 
plain tiffs that, the power having once come to an end, 
it cannot be subsequently revived by consent. The 
lower Court, holding that the widow’s power did not 
become extinguished, and that the adoption was there
fore valid, dismissed the suit.

The question argued before us is, what is the proper 
limit to the exercise of the widow’s power P Accord.- 
ing to the plaintiffs, the limit is reached when the 
adoption divests an estate vested in a third party.
Thus, the widow of a separated husband can adopt 
either when she takes his estate from him immediately 
or as heiress of her son who surviving his father dies 
subsequently. In these two cases the adoption cannot 
divest any estate other than that vested in the adopting 
widow herself, and this is said to be the reason for the 
adoption being treated as valid. Applying this rule, if, 
on the son’s death, his estate vests in his widow or his 
son, the original widow’s power comes to an end, and, 
on the principle that what is gone cannot be revived, 
she is forbidden to adopt, even though she succeeds to 
the estate on the death of the son’s nearer heir. So 
much then for an adoption to a separated Hind.u.

Now turning to the ease of a joint family, the widow 
of a deceased member can adopt, provided the family is 
still joint when the adoption is made; for, what is
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jpastam defeated by the adoption is not an absolute estate, the
Eama- vesting in the survivors being only provisional. OnLAKSHMAMMA. . . .
—  this principle, it is argued that, it the co-parcenary

*Venkata** •sBBBi rao j. becomes extinct either because the surviving inemhers 
have come to a partition or because the joint property 
has passed by succession from the last survivor to his 
heirSj the power to adopt becomes exhausted and is 
incapable of execution.

These rules, Mr. Somayya, the plaintiffs’ learned 
Counsel, contends, are deducible from the decisions on 
the subject. The adoption in question, if allovred, 
would defeat the estate taken by the survivors abso
lutely on partition. On that ground, it is impeached as 
being invalid.

The test, then, of the principle defining the limit 
which Mr. Somayya deduces from the numerous cases 
referred to by him in his lucid and exhaustive argu
ment, depends upon whether the adoption divests or 
not the estate vested in a third party. Whether a 
Hindu dies leaving a son or not or whether he had no 
son ever born to him at all (as in the present case) is, 
if this be the true test, an irrelevant consideration. 
A.ccording to Mr. Kodandaramayya, the defendants’ 
learned Counsel, the decisive factor is not whether some 
estate is or is not divested, but whether, the adoption 
being in essence a religious act, the spiritual purposes 
ot‘ a son have been satisfied. He contends that, if the 
effect of invalidating an adoption would be to deprive a 
Hindu father of the services of a competent son, the 
result would be repugnant to the spirit of the Hindu 
Law. The test of the limiting principle, according to 
him, is that laid down by the Full Bench in the 
judgment of (Jhandavarkae J. in Bamhmhna v. 
Shamrao{l), namely,
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Where a Hindu dies, leaving a widow and a son, and p n̂yam 
that son himself dies leaving a natural-born or adopted son or 
leaving no son but his own widow to continue the line by means la k s h m a m m a . 

of adoption, the power of the former widow is extinguished and yekuTta 
can never afterwards be revived.'” s u b b a R a o  j .

Both sides have relied upon the decisions of the 
Privy Councils and the question is, what is the correct 
test that is dedacible from them ? There are two cases 
decided b j  the Board relating to the same estate, which 
throw a good deal of light on the point. Let us take 
the following pedigree:—

Chandramani Deo.
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Aflikonda Deo 
(died 1868), mamed Kuiidaua 

Devi (alive).

Eagliunadha Deo Lokhana
(dead) Deo

1 (dead)
Vaishnava Deo 1
(died Sep. 18, Braja-

1906.) ra|a Deo.

Pnrttshothama. Kunja Bihari 
(defendant— (deffindanfc— 
respondent, respondent).

Brojo Deo, Plaintiff
iirst adopted son (Appellant)

(died Sep. 3, 1906) whose adoption 
married Hafcuaniala is in question, 

(alive).

On the death of Adikonda, a member of a joint Hindu 
family, his brother Raghunadha took possession of the 
Zemindari. Kundana Devi, acting on her husband’s 
authority, adopted Brojo Deo. The adopted son filed 
a suit to recover the Zemindari from Raghunadha and 
the Privy Council, holding his adoption valid, upheld 
his claim. These are the facts of Sri Virada Fratajpa 
Baghunadcb Deo v. 8ri Bwzo Kishoro Patta D eo{l) (the 
first Chinnakimedi case). Then certain further events 
happened and the same estate came up again before 
the Privy Council. Brojo, the adopted son, recovered 
possession and died about 30 years afterwards leaving 
his widow Ratnamala but no son. Possession of the 
Zemindari was then taken by Vaishnava Deo who

(I) (1876) I.L.E. 1 Mad. 69 (P.O.); L.E. 3 I.A. 151



P.VNY.U! was ill liis tarn succeeded by liis son Parusliotliama.
bIma- The widow of Adikonda purported to make a second

SAKSHMAW. to her husband h j  adopting the person
solBrBAci'j shown as the plaintiff in. the pedigree. The latter 

thereupon claiming the Zemindari filed a suit for 
recovering it. The Judicial Committee, holding that the 
adoption was bad, dismissed tlie suit. These are the 
facts of Madana Mohana Deo t .  PurusJioUliama Deo(l) 
(the second Ohinnakimedi case). Do these decisions
support the theory put forward by Mr. Somayya ? On
both the occasions, the adopting widow belonged to a 
joint family. Her first adoption was held good, but the 
second bad. Mr. Somayya suggests that, in the first 
case the family being a joint one, the vesting of the 
joint family property was only provisional and that 
therefore the adoption was upheld. This contention is 
obviously wrong, for, although the family was joint, the 
Zemindari, being an impartible one, was held in 
severalty and not in coparcenary. On Adikonda’s 
death it did not pass to the surviving members, but to 
a single h.eir, Raghunatha. His succession was no 
doubt in a sense provisional as stated by the Judicial 
Committee^ but it was not provisional in the sense that 
a coparcener’s share is liable by fluctuation to increase 
or diminish. The point to note is that the adoption was 
held valid in spite of the fact that Raghunatha was 
thereby divested. Now, turning to the second case, 
was the adoption by Kundana Devi held invalid on the 
ground that it would divest Parushothama ? His 
succession, like that of Ms predecessor Raghunatha, 
was in a sense provisional, for it was subject to 
defeasance by the emergence of a male heir ”  to the last 
full owner who, however, was not Adikonda but Brojo
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Deo. In other words, if the adoption had been made by Panvam

Eatnamala on the very grounds stated by the Privy t?.ama-
Council it would have been upheld (granting it was 
otherwise valid). That this is the effect of the decision is suBBfR̂ o’j. 
shown by the judgments of W al lis  O.J. and Seshagiui 
Iyer J. in Ananga Bhima Deo v. Kiinja Bihari Deo{l)^
(the third Chinnakimedi case). Mr. Soraayya says that 
the fifd  Ghinnakimedi case{2) was understood as validat
ing an adoption made by the widow of an unseparated 
Hindu on the ground of the vesting of the coparcenary 
property being provisional although, in the case itself, 
there was no reference to the existence of any partible 
property* If that be so, in the second Ghinnal'imedi 
caseifi) also the adoption should have been held valid ; 
but he suggests that this case is generally regarded as 
having established a new principle. He is constrained 
to put forward this argument, as otherwise, his theory 
that the divesting rule furnishes the limiting principle 
must fall to the ground. If, on the other hand, the 
principle contended for by Mr. Kodandaramayya is 
accepted, these two decisions become perfectly reconcil
able. What distinguishes the first from the second 
case is, that, in the latter, Brojo died “  after attaining 
full legal capacity to continue the line either by the 
birth of a natural-born son or by the adoption to him of 
a son by his own widow.”  It must not be forgotten 
that, in the passage immediately preceding these words, 
their Lordships expressly affirm and approve the 
principle enunciated by O h a n d a v a r k a r  J. in Bam- 
Ivnslma v. 8?i-am?ao(4). These words, therefore, mean 
neither more nor less than the passage already quoted 
by us from O h a n d a v a r k a r  J.’s judgment.

(1} (1918) 25 M.L.T. 20i.
(2) (1876) I.L.a. 1 Mad. 69 (P.O.) ; L.R. 3 I. A. 154.
(3) (1918) I.L.R. 41 Mud. 855 (P.O.) ; L.R. 45 I.A. 156.

(4) (1902) I.L.R. 26 Bom. 626 (F.B.).
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panias Miidmia Mohana Deo v. Fiiriishotthama Deo(l) (the 
RuiA. second Cliinnakimedi case) bears a close resem’blance to 

iaksiimasma. j^iussumat BJtoohun Moijee Debia y . Ram Kishore A charj
soItI*EAo'j Ohoiudhry(2), whicii is referred to and followed 

in tlie previous case. Gaur Kishore died leaving 
Bhavani Kishore, his only son, and his widow 
Chandraboli. On Bhavani Kishore’s death leaving 
Bliooban Moyee as his widow, Chandraboli purported to 
take in adoption Ram Kishore. The Judicial Oonimittee 
held that adoption bad. The only difference (and that 
is immaterial) between this and Madana MoJiana Deo v. 
PiLTushotthama Deo{l) is, that, whereas in the first case 
the son (Bhavani Kishore) was a natural-born son, in 
the second he (Brojo Deo) was an adopted son. In 
both the cases, as we have pointed out, the adoption 
was declared invalid. We have examined the grounds 
of the decision in the second case. Let us now turn to 
the first. Their Lordships refer to “  all the spiritual 
purposes of a son ”  which would, in a certain event, 
have been satisfied and to all the religious services, 
which a son could perform for a father.” The true test, 
therefore, of the principle defining the limit, is to be 
sought not in. the rule of divesting or otherwise of an 
estate, biifc in the rule that requires the continuance of 
a person to perform all the requisite religious services. 
The line must be drawn somewhere in applying this 
principle and it must be taken as established that the 
limit is reached on the happening of the event mention
ed in the judgment of Chandavarkar J. In some 
decisions of the Judicial Committee, such as Bhoobun 
Moyee*s Gase(2), already cited, and Yellanhi Venhata 
Krishna Hao v. Venhata Mama Lalcshmi{o)^ there are 
no doubt observations adverting to the divestiug
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rule; but the principle of divesting must not be taken paktam
as having furnished the ground of decision, but the rama-
divesting or otherwise of the estate must be understood 
as having been referred to as the result o f the adoption suIsIrIo'j. 
being iheld either good or bad. That their Lordships 
always laid stress on the religious aspect of the act of 
adoption appears from saveral cases. In the Ramnad 
Oase(l) their Lordships describe it as a meritorious act 
and refer to “  the existence of a direct line competent 
to the full performance of religious duties and to the 
“  religious obligation to adopt a son in order to complete 
or fulfil defective religious rites.” The following 
observations of their Lordships in the first Ghmnaldmedi 
Ga66{2) are pertinent to the matter in hand.

They may, however^ observe that a distinction 'which is 
founded on the nature of property seems to belong to the law 
of property, and to militate against the principle which Mr.
Justice H o llo w a y  has h im se lf  strenuously insisted upon else
where, viz., that the validity of an adoption is to be determined 
by spiritual rather than temporal considerations j that the sub
stitution of a son of the deceased for spiritual reasons is the 
essence of the thing, and the consequent devolution of property 
a mere accessory to it.'’^

It is unnecessary to refer to the more recent Privy 
Council cases beyond stating that in Fraiah Singh v.
Agar 8ingli{^) the principle laid down in Blwohun Moyee’s 
Gase{4i) and Madana Mohana Deo v. Purushotthama 
Deo(5) has been re-affirmed. Incidentally, it may 
be remarked that in that case, Pratab Singh v. Agar 
8ingh{S), the fact that the adoption would detract 
from the plaintiff’ s right did not stand in the way of the 
adoption being held valid on the ground that the power

(1) (1868) 12 M.I.A. 397.
(2) (J876) I.L.R. 1 Mad. 69 ^P.O.) ; L.R. 3 I.A, 164.

(8) (1918) I.L.R. 43 Bom. 778 (P.O.; ; L.E. 46 I.A. 97.
(4) (1865) 10M.I.A. 279.

(B) (1918) I.L.B. 41 Mad. 855 (P,C.) j L.R. 46 I.A, 156.
u
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Paktam had not become exhausted. The result, then, of this 
uama- examination of the Priry Council cases is that, when

T.AKBHmamma. pj.Qpg5,|j -anderstood, they do not bear out Mr.
soEBAiUo'j ^ on iayya ’ s co n ten tio n . 8 e e  th e  ju d g m e n ts  o f  R e il l y  J .

in Sukdevdoss Bampramd v. Musamat Ghoti Bai{l)^ of 
O ldfield  J. in VsnJcataramier v , Gopalan{2), and o f  

Kumaeaswami Sastei j .  in Maharaja of Kolhapur v, 
Smidafam Ayyar{^).

Mr. Somayya has referred us to numerous decisions 
of the Indian Courts where the adoption by a widow 
was held invalid, although the result of so holding 
would be that her deceased husband would never have 
had any male issue to continue his line. As typical of 
these cases may be mentioned Adivi Suryapmhasa Bao 
V. Nidamarty Qangaraju{^), , Ohmdra v. Q ajar a- 
6at(6) and Shri Dharnidhar y. OImito{&). These are 
cases where the widow’s deceased husband was an 
unseparated Hindu, but by the time she made the adop
tion the joint property had passed by succession from 
the last survivor to his heirs. The reason for holding 
the adoption invalid was that when the estate Tested 
in the heir the power of the widow came to an end. 
Whether these decisions, though in conflict with the 
principle aihrmed by the Judicial Committee, will, so 
far as they go, be followed or not on the ground of 
stare decisis, is a point on which we need express no 
opinion; but there is no warrant for extending the rule 
beyond the facts of those cases. As we have said, those 
facts are that the co-parcenary became extinct by the 
death of the last survivor and his property thereupon 
devolved on his heir. The facts in the present case are 
different. The co-parcenary became extinct not in that

(1) (1927) 27 L.W, 145. (2) (1818) 86 M.L.J, 698.
(S) (1824) I.L.E. 48 Mad. 1, 208, 214 (4) (1909) I .k S . 33 Mad. 228.
(®) (iS90) I.L.B. 14 Bom. 408. (6) (1895) I.L.E. 20 Bom. 250,
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manner, bub by the survivors having come to a parti- Pantam 
tion of tb.e joint family property. We are not prepared raha-

,  ,   ̂ , 1 • T s , LAK3H MAMMA.to hold that in such a case the widow s power comes to —
Y e  NEAT A -

an encl. s u b s a  e a o  J .

There is no reported decision on the actual point 
raised in the appeal. But the opinion of Mr. Sirkar 
Sastry supports the plaintiffs’ contention. According 
to that learned author the power of adoption 
cannot be exercised after a partition of the family pro
perty takes place ”  and this view is based on grounds of 
supposed convenience. Says Sirkar Sastry :

To re-open the partition for giving a share to the 
adopted son̂  would lead to great difficulties, for one of the oo- 
sharerg might alienate his share to a purchaser for valuable 
consideration without notice.

But he goes on to observe that the point is not free 
from difficulty and refers to some conflict, which he 
supposes to exist between the two Privy Council deci
sions ; Bhoobun Moyee^s case{l) and the first Chinna- 
Idmedi cam{2>); (Sarkar’ s Hindu Law of Adoption, 1891 
Edition, pages 253 and 254). In Krishna v. 8a,m{(3) 
a Full Bench of five Judges deduces from the Hindu 
Law a principle which is the exact opposite of that 
stated by Mr. Sirkar Sastry. The following passage 
contains the relevant observation :

Again^ let C have died before partition  ̂ leaving a 
widow and having given her power to adopt which she does 
not exercise till after a partition has been made by B_, D and B.
When she exercises her power we apprehend that the adopted 
son would be entitled to call upon his uncles to make over to 
him a portion of the wealth equal to that which would have 
been taken by his father— Sri Virada, Prata^a JRcbgJiunobda,
Deo V. Sri Srozo Kiskoro Patta Deo{2).’^
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PANtAM If these observations were not merely obiter, the
case would have been a direct authority in favour of 
the respondents. 

stoS^rIo'j We shall now examine the matter on principle.
What does the statement, that, when tlie rights acquired 
by third parties are defeated, the widow’s power comes
to an end, imply ? That the object of assigning- a limit
to the widow’s power is to safeguard the rights of such 
third parties. If this be the true view to take, why 
should it be held that the adoption is bad when the 
adopting widow, as in Bamhrishna v. 8ha'inrao{l), is 
the very person whose estate is thereby defeated ? 
Again, why should the adoption beheld invalid not only 
as against the person whom it divests, but even as 
against, as held in Padma Kiimari Dehi Ghotvdrani v. 
Court of Wards{2) and Thayammal v. VenJcatarmna{3), 
distant reversioners ? Mr. Somayya/a answer is that 
the power having come to an end cannot be revived. 
This is merely arguing in a circle. Why should it be 
held at all on his theory that the power came to an end ? 
The object being the safeguarding of other peoples’ 
rights (as his argument assumes), it would be sufficient 
for achieving that end to hold that the power is in abey
ance ready to revive on the removal of the obstruction. 
If, on the other haad, the test of the limiting principle 
is what we have stated above, it stands to reason that, 
when once the spiritual purposes are satisfied, the power 
to adopt finally and for ever comes to an end.

Again, the validity of an adoption must be judged 
intrinsically on its own merits and not with reference 
to considerations extraneous to it. The facts of the 
present case which are somewhat unusual serve forcibly
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to illustrate the incongruity of the position taken pakiam

up b j  the plaintiffs. The suit relates to the estate not ram&-
of the adopting widow’s husband but of her father.
The plaintiffs are not interested in the rights which are 
said to be defeated, nor are the husband’ s agnates inter
ested in the estate which the plaintiffs represent. The 
adoption in this case having been made with the consent 
of these agnates, no question of the safeguarding of 
their rights can arise. The test suggested by the 
plaintiffs is altogether unsa.tisfactorj and cannot furnish 
the true criterion.

Mr. Somajya advances an alternative contention.
He puts his case thus : Rameswaramayya died after the 
partition and the properties allotted to him vested on 
his death in his widow Subbamma. The argument ia 
that, whether or not the widow’s power became extinct 
on the partition, it came to an end, at any rate, on 
Subbamma succeeding to her husband. The plaint 
proceeds on an altogether different assiimptioa. It is 
stated in paragraph 3 that the joint family consisted 
only of four brothers, the name of Rameswaramayya 
being omitted. Then the plaint goes on to say that 
Ramakrishniah (the first defendant’s husbandj died first 
and then Sivaramiah and that the two remaining 
brothers (Venkatachalamiah and Karaasubbiah) entered 
into a partition. There is thus no mention of Rames- 
waramayya. Nor have the defendants alleged in their 
written statement that he also was a party to the parti
tion. The parties thus, when they went to trial, entirely 
ignored Rameswaramayya. ' But the alternative conten
tion not only assumes that he was a party to the 
partition, but that, on his death, his property vested 
in his widow. Even the lower Court’ s judgment does 
nob contain any reference to this argument. But the 
plaintiffs point to some statements made by the defence 

, 4 5 - a
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pastah witriesaes, wliich we are asked to treat as admissions. 
Rama- We do iiot think tliat a point of this importance, not 

î KSHMAMMA. the plcadings and not referred to in the lower
tenkata- iadarment, should be allowed to be raised.

suBBA K ao J .  J °
In the result, we hold that the adoption made by the 

first defendant is valid and, confirming- the decision of 
the lower Court, dismiss the.appeal with costs.

The memorandum of objections is allowed with 
costs.

a . R .
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APPELLATE CIVIL.

Before Mr. Justice Venhatasubba Rao and Mr. Justice 
Fakenham Walsh.

1931, K . M. PAErTHASA-RATHI OHETTI (S econ d  EESPourDENT-
Ocfcober 29. TKANSPBREE-DBCREB-HOLDEK), A p PELLAET,

t h e  s e c r e t a r y  o p  s t a t e  f o r  INDIA IN  6'OUNOIL
A.ND ANOTHER (APPELLANT AND FiRST RESPONDENT,

D ependant and P laintipp)_, R espondents,*

Madras Salt Act {IV of 18 89)  ̂ sec. 84— Purchaser of salt 
removing salt purchased from factory on 'payment of salt 
dv̂ ty then thought to he correct— Enhancement of duty 
ffior to removalj enhanced duty, however, not being 
collected from purchaser— Personal liability for enhanced 
duty— Purchaser not under.

A puxchaeer of salt from a salt licensee applied for and 
obtained peimiasion to remoYe the salt from the licensee’s 
factory but could not do so until after some time. In the 
iuterval the salt-tax had been increased bat the enhanced duty 
was not collected from the purchaser and the salt was taken 
away by him.

♦ Letters Patent Appeal IJo. 119 of 1927.


